1ST ANNOUNCEMENT

4TH AFRICAN CONFERENCE ON EMERGING INFECTION DISEASES & BIOSECURITY

26 - 28 SEPTEMBER
FREETOWN
SIERRA LEONE

Theme:
"MANAGING THE SPECTRUM OF DATA GENERATED DURING DISEASE OUTBREAKS AND BIOSECURITY THREATS"
This year's theme:
Managing the spectrum of data generated during disease outbreaks and biosecurity threats

For general and sponsor enquiries contact:
GET COO Dr Ayodotun Bobadoye: bobadoyed@gmail.com
GET Communications Team: tomjrausch@gmail.com
Sub-Faculties:

- BIOSECURITY
- BIOBANKING
- CULTURAL, ANTHROPOLOGICAL, SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC IMPACT
- EMERGING INFECTIOUS DISEASES & EBOLA
- PUBLIC LEARNING AND UNDERSTANDING OF SCIENCE
- VACCINE STRATEGY
- JUNIOR FACULTY
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